Congratulations!
It is such an honor to be part of designing your wedding celebration.
At BouqYard our goal is to give you the most BEAUTIFUL floral designs
possible that meet the vision you have for your wedding design and your
budget.
There is such a WIDE range in wedding floral pricing based on the types
and quantities of flowers you choose, the season of your wedding and the
complexity of your vision.
At your consultation we will start by going through your ideas and I will give
you feedback about what you can expect to spend to make your vision a
reality.
After your consultation we will provide you a detailed quote with the
description of the flowers and décor, including a price estimate.
Below is an average cost of floral designs from weddings we have done in
the past:
Bridal Bouquet
Bridesmaid Bouquet
Boutonniere
Corsages
Ceremony Decor
Centerpieces

$150 - $400 +
$50 - $125+
$12 - $35+
$28 - $40+
$250 +
$40 - $250+

Frequently Asked Questions:
I have no idea how much wedding flowers cost. How do I set a budget?
We recommend looking on various wedding websites like The Knot, Wedding Wire and
popular wedding blogs to get an idea for how much you can expect to pay for your
wedding flowers. One of our principles is to provide a beautiful product for a fair price.

What should I expect at my consultation and how far out from my wedding date
should I schedule it?
We recommend booking your consultation as soon as you have your venue. After your
consultation we will send you a detailed quote. We only take a certain number of
weddings each day and weekend so the sooner the better! You can reserve your
consultation time by sending an email to BouqYard@Gmail.com.

Why does my wedding date affect the price I pay for flowers?
If your wedding falls within the days of a major holiday for the floral industry we will pay
a premium for your flowers (i.e. Valentine’s Day, Mother’s Day). You may also be asking
for a flower that is not in season. While most flowers are available year round, a flower
that is out of season is more costly. Those factors will be taken into consideration when
detailing your proposal and mentioned during your consultation. Once you receive a
proposal from us you are guaranteed that price.

Can I bring in some of my own decor? Who sets that up?
This is something we are happy to discuss at your consultation. We can certainly
incorporate some of your personal items into the design and include the set-up in our
installation fee. Some of your decor items may be set up by your venue or wedding
coordinator.

